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Introduction
Research on navigation and memory-related low frequency oscillations suggest two distinct functional characterizations. Extensive empirical and theoretical work in the rodent has helped to characterize a movement-related 3-12 Hz oscillation in the hippocampus. This low-frequency oscillation, also referred to as the "theta" oscillation, increases with movement speed (McFarland et al., 1975) and has a distinct relationship with the activity of "place cells," which code spatial location (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993) . We refer to these oscillations as "movementrelated low-frequency oscillations". Comparison of changes in oscillatory coherence for correct vs. incorrect retrieval of which arm is baited on a maze alternation task has also identified a potentially separate phenomenon of coherent and/or phase synchronized low-frequency oscillations (Benchenane et al., 2010; Fujisawa and Buzsaki, 2011; Jones and Wilson, 2005b) . These oscillations increase in coherence between hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (PFC) during correct alternations on a maze or correct utilization of a recently learned rule but do not appear to be driven by movement-speed alone (Benchenane et al., 2010; Fujisawa and Buzsaki, 2011; Jones and Wilson, 2005b) . We refer to these oscillations, and oscillatory changes driven by memory processing in general (for a review, see: Nyhus and Curran, 2010) , as "memory-related low-frequency oscillations."
Recordings in the human brain have also identified low-frequency oscillations, although with slightly different characteristics, providing an important extension to the rodent work. Humans display movement-related hippocampal low-frequency oscillations (Ekstrom et al., 2005; Watrous et al., 2011, in press ) although some of their propertiesspecifically, their peak frequency and mean cycle lengthmay differ somewhat from those characterized in rodents (Lega et al., 2012; Watrous et al., 2011, in press) . Recordings in humans from multiple cortical sites and the medial temporal lobe, similar to the rodent, have demonstrated the presence of low-frequency oscillations that increase in coherence during correct memory retrieval (Anderson et al., 2009; Watrous et al., 2013b) . These results thus provide an important extension to similar findings in rodents by relating these increased oscillations specifically to successful memory encoding and retrieval (Rutishauser et al., 2010; Sederberg et al., 2003) and coding of different contexts (Watrous et al., 2013b) .
Given the literature suggesting differences between movement and memory-related low-frequency oscillations, as well as the need to tie together these oscillations in rodents with humans, the purpose of this review is two-fold. First, we wish to provide a characterization of movement-related oscillations in both rodents and humans and discuss possible reasons why low-frequency oscillations in the two species may manifest differently. We will also discuss several theoretical frameworks that account for movement-related low-frequency oscillations and provide explanations for their functional relevance. We will then discuss evidence in rodents and humans that suggests that these movement-related oscillations are not just a local phenomenon within the hippocampus but interact in a coherent fashion with similar low-frequency oscillations in areas such as parietal cortex (Ekstrom et al., 2005; Sirota et al., 2008) .
Second, we will discuss memory-related low-frequency coherent oscillations between hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and other cortical and subcortical areas, and possible differences in their functional characteristics compared to movement-related oscillations. Finally, we will attempt to tie together movement-related and memory-related oscillations to provide a unitary account of their function. We suggest that movement-related oscillations represent the down-stream result of sensorimotor entrained signals (Schroeder et al., 2010 )specifically, increases in power and frequency locked to increases in optic flow and motor movements (Chen et al., 2013) . In contrast, we suggest that memory-related oscillations manifest as the result of long-range synchronization underlying recruitment and cooperation of different brain regions important for decisions, including retrieval. As such, we argue that these manifest as largely top-down, internally driven signals (e.g., Buschman and Miller, 2007) . While many aspects of our model remain to be validated, we believe that it represents a first step in trying to tie together disparate findings on low-frequency oscillations across mammalian species.
Rodent hippocampal low-frequency oscillations and correlation with movement
Vanderwolf first identified rhythmic low-frequency oscillations occurring between 8 and 8.3 cycles/second during walking and rearing ("voluntary movements") in the local field potential (LFP) of the rodent hippocampus. This activity was distinct from lower frequency activity (6.6-7 Hz) that emerged during handling food, licking, or grooming. Extending Vanderwolf's findings relating theta oscillations to voluntary movements, McFarland et al. (1975) , testing rats running on a treadmill at various speeds, concluded that oscillatory amplitude varied monotonically with running speed (McFarland et al., 1975) . Several studies have since replicated this finding in both rats and other species, including mice, guinea pigs, rabbits, cats, and dogs (Arnolds et al., 1979; Chen et al., 2011 Chen et al., , 2013 Czurko et al., 1999; Ekstrom et al., 2001; Geisler et al., 2007; Li et al., 2012; Shen et al., 1997) . A similar and related finding is that oscillatory frequency also increases with running speed; this frequency shift is fairly slight (b1 Hz in some cases) (Geisler et al., 2007) although consistently observed in several reports (Chen et al., 2011; Geisler et al., 2007; Li et al., 2012; Oddie et al., 1996; Recce, 1994; Shen et al., 1997; Woodnorth and McNaughton, 2005) . The increases in theta power and frequency with running speed are often considered benchmark findings on low-frequency oscillations and have had a significant influence on theories detailing the functional significance of theta during both navigation and memory (Bland and Oddie, 2001; Hasselmo et al., 2002) .
Rodent movement-related oscillations also have a fairly precise link with the phase at which hippocampal pyramidal cell spikes occur. During navigation, pyramidal cells often fire at specific spatial locations. Within the place field of these "place cells" (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) , spikes tend to occur at earlier phases of on-going theta oscillation as the rat traverses the place field (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993) , termed "phase precession." The increase in power and frequency is central to allowing phase precession; increases in power with movement provide sufficient oscillatory signal for phase precession to occur in the first place. The increase in frequency with running speed is also important; because neural firing rate also increases with running speed (McNaughton et al., 1983) , increases in theta frequency allow for a critical offset between the activity of place cells and the period of theta (Geisler et al., 2007) . The simultaneous offset, yet coupled activity of theta oscillations and firing rate, is one explanation of how phase precession might emerge mechanistically within the hippocampus (Geisler et al., 2007; O'Keefe and Recce, 1993) .
Phase precession also provides a critical link between oscillations, neural activity, and behavior. Including phase in reconstruction of a rat's location during navigation in addition to firing rate conveys more information about the rat's spatial position than firing rate alone (Jensen and Lisman, 2000) . Phase coding may also provide a critical timing mechanism for controlling what types of information the activity of single neurons in the hippocampus provides compared with rate coding (Huxter et al., 2003) . Another interesting proposal relates phase precession to the binding of memories via phase offsets between different place fields (Dragoi and Buzsaki, 2006) . Additionally, several in vivo and in vitro studies have linked theta oscillations to states of increased and decreased synaptic plasticity. Long-term potentiation (LTP), a measure of synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus and elsewhere, is modulated by the theta oscillation (Holscher et al., 1997; Huerta and Lisman, 1995) , such that LTP is easier to induce at the peak compared to the trough of theta. This in turn has provided an important link between low-frequency oscillations as a modulator of neural activity and information coding generally (Seager et al., 2002) . Together, these studies suggest the importance of low-frequency oscillations to mediating a variety of hippocampal functions, both at the cellular and behavioral level.
Hippocampal low-frequency oscillations in primates
Early reports with anesthetized monkeys noted only weak lowfrequency oscillations in raw traces compared to rat and rabbit hippocampus (Green and Arduini, 1954) . Later reports in anesthetized monkeys demonstrated a clear peak around 8 Hz in both the raw traces and the power spectral density (PSDs), which reflect the power (amplitude squared) at a given frequency (Stewart and Fox, 1991) . In subsequent reports, however, inspection of raw traces during a delayed-non match to sample task did not reveal low-frequency oscillations to the extent typically reported in the rodent (Skaggs et al., 2007) , leading the authors to speculate that these oscillations may be weak or absent in primates. Similarly, early reports in humans found mixed evidence for behavior-related hippocampal oscillations. Brazier (1968) , recording from both epilepsy and schizophrenia patients implanted with hippocampal electrodes as part of clinical monitoring, reported lowfrequency activity in both raw traces, PSDs, and coherence plots between different depth electrodes during resting and sleep. Halgren et al. (1978) confirmed the presence of hippocampal low-frequency oscillations during resting (Halgren et al., 1978) but suggested that low-frequency activity tended to disappear during behaviors such as remembering words or attending to stimuli (see also : Huh et al., 1990) .
Subsequent invasive and non-invasive human recordings have demonstrated movement-related hippocampal low-frequency oscillations. Using a virtual navigation task ( Fig. 1A ) similar to that used in rodents, we showed primarily delta (1-4 Hz) and theta (4-8 Hz), with some higher frequency (>8 Hz) oscillations present both in the power spectral density and raw traces on both macrowire and microwire recordings ( Fig. 1B) . In one study using macroelectrodes (1.25 mm diameter) implanted in the hippocampus in 6 different patients, we compared oscillatory activity during movement vs. still periods. Our results showed increased low-frequency oscillatory activity in both raw traces and PSDs ( Fig. 1C upper and middle panel). Furthermore, we used an oscillation detection method termed Better OS-Cillation (BOSC) detection method to characterize these signals (Hughes et al., 2012; Whitten et al., 2011) . This method employs both an amplitude and duration threshold to time varying signals, allowing statistical identification of oscillatory activity above 95% of the background noise lasting at least N number of cycles (see Fig. 1 in Hughes et al., 2012) . We found clear evidence for oscillations using BOSC, primarily in the human delta (1-4 Hz) and theta (4-8 Hz) bands across our population of recordings when comparing movement vs. still epochs (Fig. 1C , lower panel).
Using microelectrode recordings (40 μm platinum-iridium electrodes), which record from smaller fields within the hippocampus, we again found low-frequency oscillations that increased in power during faster compared to slower movements ( Fig. 1D ). Watrous et al. (2011) , analyzing 10 different patients undergoing seizure monitoring, demonstrated that a subset of electrodes showed monotonic increases in hippocampal low-frequency power with increases in virtual movement speed (Fig. 1D ). These findings replicate the monotonic relationship between movement speed and power shown previously in the rodent by McFarland et al. (1975) and others. Using the same dataset, we also demonstrated that movement-related oscillations increased in frequency, albeit modestly (b 1 Hz), with increases in running speed (Watrous et al., in press) .
Studies using magnetoencephalography (MEG) have also demonstrated movement-related oscillations emanating from a source localized to the MTL (Cornwell et al., 2008 (Cornwell et al., , 2012 de Araujo et al., 2002; Kaplan et al., 2012) . Because MEG source localization to areas such as the MTL likely has an accuracy on the order of centimeters (Barnes et al., 2004) , these methods cannot unambiguously pinpoint activity to specific sub-areas of the MTL. Human semi-invasive recordings that involve placing electrodes via entrance through the foramen ovale also suggest the presence of low-frequency movement-related oscillations emanating from the MTL during VR navigation (Clemens et al., 2013) . A non-human primate study also demonstrated theta oscillations and spike/phase coupling in the MTL (entorhinal cortex) when monkeys looked at objects (Killian et al., 2012) , which the authors related to movement-related changes. Together with our findings, reports using MEG, foramen ovale electrodes, and recordings in non-human primates suggest conservation of movement-related low-frequency oscillations in the hippocampus and medial temporal lobes.
Why have behavior-related low-frequency oscillations been elusive in primates?
Previous research reporting little or no primate hippocampal low-frequency oscillations typically relied on a limited number of raw traces, making it difficult in some cases to observe oscillations. But given the prominence of these oscillations in the raw trace in the rodent (Skaggs et al., 2007) , why are theta oscillations often difficult to observe? One interesting proposal is that human low-frequency oscillatory activity often manifests within a lower frequency band than rodent hippocampal theta, with a peak around 3 Hz rather than 8 Hz (Jacobs et al., 2007; Lega et al., 2012) . In a study designed to address this idea directly, we compared microwire recordings from rats running on a Barnes maze, a comparable task to the taxi-driver task used in our previous work (Ekstrom et al., 2005; Watrous et al., 2011) , with microwire recordings from our patients in this previous study . All electrodes analyzed were placed in the hippocampus and we employed the BOSC method to better characterize oscillations (Hughes et al., 2012; Whitten et al., 2011) . Using this method, we determined that rodent movement-related oscillations typically peaked at around 8 Hz and lasted about 4.3 cycles while those from humans peaked around 3.4 Hz and lasted typically about 2.7 cycles (Watrous et al., in press ). These quantitative findings mirror previous qualitative observations in the literature suggesting human low-frequency oscillations are more transient and may peak at a lower frequency than that characterized in the rodent (Arnolds et al., 1980; Bodizs et al., 2001; Brazier, 1968; Cantero et al., 2003; Kahana et al., 1999; Lega et al., 2012) .
Based on these findings, we suggest several possible reasons why primate low-frequency oscillations may have been elusive in the past. Given that they are more transient in humans, they may often be difficult to detect in the raw trace. Simply put, an oscillation lasting consistently fewer cycles will be less obvious in a raw trace than one that is more sustained. Also, using analytic methods that do not allow unambiguous identification of signal from the background 1/f noise spectrum, such as Fourier methods, may often miss these oscillatory signals, particularly given their transient nature (van Vugt et al., 2007) . Specifically, increases oscillatory power within fairly narrow frequency bands or frequency shifts close in time are more easily identified with methods such as BOSC compared to looking at the raw trace or using Fourier-based methods (Cruikshank et al., 2012; van Vugt et al., 2007) . Another possible reason why low-frequency oscillations may have been elusive in primates compared to rodents is the substantial difference in size between the primate and rodent brain. Larger brains would likely involve greater number of sources converging onto a single recording electrode, the summation of which would involve greater degrees of oscillatory interference. This in turn could explain why oscillatory frequency may show an inverse relationship with brain size across species (Herculano-Houzel, 2009; Robinson, 1980) . We note, though, that both non-invasive and semi-invasive recording approaches have also identified oscillations in the delta-theta band emanating from the MTL (Clemens et al., 2013; Cornwell et al., 2008 Cornwell et al., , 2012 de Araujo et al., 2002; Kaplan et al., 2012) . If greater number of phase canceling sources alone is responsible for the difference in low-frequency oscillations between rats and primates, the presence of oscillations as far away as the scalp seems to weigh against this argument.
What is the function of hippocampal movementrelated oscillations?
Several decades of work in the rodent attempted to determine the precise behavioral correlate of hippocampal low frequency oscillations. Past studies have suggested roles ranging from attention, memory, arousal, navigation, sensory integration, and sexual behavior (for a review, see: Buzsaki, 2005) . One important suggestion is that there is no one behavioral correlate of hippocampal theta oscillations and that they likely serve a more general role in coordinating ensembles within the hippocampus during behavior (Buzsaki, 2005) . According to this conceptualization, movement may thus be one example where this is particularly important need for coordination of ensembles of neurons in order to navigate to the correct location Montgomery et al., 2009) . But what then is the precise function of hippocampal movement-related low-frequency oscillations?
One particularly influential idea, that accounts nicely for movementrelated oscillations in rats and humans, is the sensorimotor integration hypothesis (Bland, 1986; Bland and Oddie, 2001; Caplan et al., 2003; Cruikshank et al., 2012; Ekstrom et al., 2005) . This proposal suggests that these oscillations serve to organize incoming sensory information for correct output of motor responses (Bland and Oddie, 2001) . The crux of the theory derives from the fact that behavioral and pharmacological studies suggest a functional division between movement-related 7-8 Hz oscillations (Type 1, sensitive to serotonin antagonism) and immobility, movement-initiation-related 6-7 Hz oscillations (type 2, sensitive to cholinergic antagonism) (Bland, 2008; Bland and Oddie, 2001; Kramis et al., 1975) . Later versions of the proposal have suggested that the two oscillations may exist in parallel during movement, with type 2 oscillations handling sensory processing and type 1 handling motor movements. Their simultaneous presence in the hippocampus during movement thus allows sensorimotor integration necessary for navigation (Bland, 2008) .
In assessing the sensorimotor integration hypothesis, it is clear that movement-related low-frequency oscillations fit well with this idea, as greater optic flow requires more coordinated activity to allow faster running speed, i.e., greater motor output. Low-frequency oscillations, in human hippocampus and elsewhere, however, have also been related to correct memory encoding and retrieval (Addante et al., 2011; Nyhus and Curran, 2010; Sederberg et al., 2003) and spatial updating during navigation . Sensorimotor-related oscillations, though, may manifest as a reflection of necessary computational inputs for memory-related processing and are not therefore exclusive of a larger role in memory processing (Bland, 2004) . Somewhat more problematic for the sensorimotor integration hypothesis, hippocampal lesions do not significantly impair sensorimotor integration in human patients (Corkin, 2002; Shadmehr et al., 1998) although the same lesions do impact the ability to encode and retrieve recently acquired memories (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Yonelinas et al., 2002) . A recent scalp EEG study demonstrated increased low-frequency oscillations related to movement-initiation and sensory processing that were distinct from purely motor-related mu activity (Cruikshank et al., 2012) . Given that scalp EEG is likely capturing primarily neocortical, rather than hippocampal activity (Nunez and Silberstein, 2000) and parietal lesions impair sensorimotor processing (Sirigu et al., 2004) , one intriguing possibility is that sensorimotor integration is primarily a cortical function. Sensorimotor-related oscillations may nonetheless manifest in the hippocampus via phase synchronization with cortical and subcortical brain areas. We return to this idea later when we discuss coherence of low-frequency oscillations between the hippocampus and cortical areas.
Another influential idea, which we refer to as the ensemble phase coding hypothesis, suggests that low-frequency oscillations serve to coordinate disparate ensembles of neurons within the hippocampus to organize them during encoding and retrieval of memories Mizuseki et al., 2009) . As opposed to the sensorimotor integration hypothesis, this idea has focused on a role for these oscillations primarily in memory function (Buzsaki and Moser, 2013; Caplan and Glaholt, 2007; Nyhus and Curran, 2010) . A basic prediction of the proposal, which has generally been validated, is that disruption of low-frequency oscillations should profoundly impair memory. Lesions of the septal nucleus, which disrupt low-frequency oscillations, do indeed affect place coding and spatial memory (Leutgeb and Mizumori, 1999; Winson, 1978) . This proposal also naturally accounts for the sizeable literature in both rodents and humans suggesting that low-frequency oscillations also play roles in memory encoding and retrieval (Jeewajee et al., 2007; Montgomery et al., 2009; Nyhus and Curran, 2010; Sederberg et al., 2003; Watrous et al., 2011) .
The ensemble phase coding hypothesis, though, does not appear to provide a natural explanation of movement-related increases in oscillatory power compared to the sensorimotor integration hypothesis. Why might increases in movement alone necessitate greater memory demands and the need for presumably greater coordination of disparate ensembles within the hippocampus? Also, several studies that have demonstrated a memory-related function for low-frequency oscillations have also suggested that these oscillations manifest independently from movement-related variables and movement-related oscillations (Benchenane et al., 2010; Caplan et al., 2000; Jeewajee et al., 2007; Jones and Wilson, 2005b; Montgomery et al., 2009; Watrous et al., 2011) . Specifically, these studies showed that memory-related lowfrequency oscillations manifest on different electrodes from those showing movement-related increases , that memory and movement-related effects derive from different neural sources (Montgomery et al., 2009) , and that memory and task related changes in low-frequency oscillations cannot be explained by changes in movement alone (Benchenane et al., 2010; Jones and Wilson, 2005b) . If the two are functionally independent, how does a memory-related explanation account for movement-driven oscillatory activity (and vice versa for the sensorimotor integration hypothesis)? A final issue is that the ensemble phase coding hypothesis (as well as the sensorimotor integration hypothesis), would seem to have difficulty explaining why low-frequency oscillations might manifest differently in humans than rodents. For example, it seems reasonable to assume that humans might have greater need for ensemble coordination than rodents, given the complexity of human behavior and the detail of our memory (Tulving, 2002) , and thus less continuous oscillations in humans in general might appear to be detrimental to ensemble coordination.
Hippocampal low-frequency movement-related oscillatory activity as an entrainment phenomenon
Several reports studying oscillatory activity, both intracranially with humans and monkeys and using scalp EEG with humans, suggest that rhythmic sensory and motor activity may often entrain activity in specific brain areas. Based on these findings, the active sensing model advances the idea that actively processing stimuli, be it listening to, touching, or viewing them, imposes rhythmicity that is subsequently coded within the brain (Schroeder et al., 2010) . This proposal is distinct from the sensorimotor integration hypothesis in that 1) it does not hypothesize a specific brain region as integral to this function 2) states that either sensory or motor rhythmicity will manifest as oscillatory entrainment (rather than their integration).
In support of this proposal, Lakotos et al. (Lakatos et al., 2005 tested monkeys attending to either flashing lights or repeated sounds. Attention to either rhythmic auditory or visual stimuli entrained oscillations in monkey visual cortex at approximately a similar frequency (within the 1-4 Hz delta range), a finding also demonstrated with human invasive recordings (Besle et al., 2011) . Other studies have suggested that rhythmic motor movements induce oscillatory entrainment in motor areas (e.g., Murthy and Fetz, 1992, Baker et al., 1997) . As evidence that entrainment may reach as far as the hippocampus, neurons in the hippocampus (and elsewhere) are triggered by saccade initiations and subsequently display rhythmicity based on the frequency of saccade movements (Rajkai et al., 2008; Ringo et al., 1994) .
One possibility then is that hippocampal movement-related oscillations may occur as a byproduct of rhythmicity imposed by sensory inputs and/or motor processing (Ringo et al., 1994) . In support of this idea, both visual input and locomotion appear to modulate low-frequency oscillations independently. Chen et al. (2011) found that passive displacement of a rat through a tube, which would result in vestibular input but not motor related activity, caused a significant reduction in low-frequency oscillatory power, suggesting that motor activity represents a component of rodent low-frequency hippocampal oscillations (see also : Gavrilov et al., 1995) . Removal of visual information, by having the animals navigate the tube in the dark, though, resulted in only a marginal decrease in oscillatory power. While on the surface this might seem to suggest that visual input has only a small effect on low-frequency oscillations compared to locomotion, because the authors did not independently manipulate the rate of optic flow (visual input) from vestibular input, the experiment does not allow us to conclude whether visual input alone does in fact modulate oscillatory activity in the hippocampus.
Papers by Chen et al. (2013) and Terrazas et al. (2005) in fact support the idea that the rate of optic flow, independent of locomotion, modulates low-frequency oscillatory activity. Terrazas et al. (2005) showed that rats trained to navigate around a track on a car activated by a lever press, which resulted in movement-related low-frequency oscillations, nonetheless showed low-frequency oscillations simply when the visual environment was passively moved around them (which would be likely to induce vection). Chen et al. (2013) trained restrained mice to run on a ball whose movement was either yoked or not fixed to the rate of optic flow appearing on a computer monitor. Consistent with earlier reports (McFarland et al., 1975) , faster movement and optic flow on a real track led to increases in theta power and frequency compared to slower movement. Critically, increases in optic flow alone, in the absence of any motor movement, also led to increases in low-frequency oscillations, albeit at a slightly (~1 Hz) lower frequency and power than observed when combined with motor movements. These data suggest that both visual and motor components likely entrain theta oscillations, consistent with the ideas proposed by Schroeder et al. (2010) . These studies though do not allow us to conclude that entrainment with motor output during locomotion necessarily indicates that oscillations are phase locked specifically to the output itself; it could also be the case that proprioreceptive/sensory feedback or even visual feedback in observing limb movement may also contribute to entrainment. In this way, entrainment to motor activity could still represent bottom-up processing of sensory feedback information, and not necessarily output itself.
Reconciling the ensemble phase coding hypothesis and active sensing
One potential problem for the active sensing model emerges from findings suggesting that low-frequency oscillations, in human hippocampus and elsewhere relate to correct memory encoding and retrieval (Addante et al., 2011; Nyhus and Curran, 2010; Sederberg et al., 2003) and spatial updating during navigation . How do movement-driven oscillations emerge when there are no obvious synchronizing stimuli? One possibility is that mental imagery involves it own internal temporal dynamics (Tulving, 2002) , although this is idea is difficult to test directly without self-report and introspection-based measures. Another possibility is that memory-related oscillatory activity could represent a distinct phenomenon from movement-related oscillations (Lega et al., 2012) , which may emerge due to influences from other top-down brain areas, such as prefrontal cortex. As we will consider in more detail shortly, memory-related oscillations often manifest at different frequencies than movement-related oscillations and may represent a top-down, intrinsically driven signal rather than a largely movement-driven one.
Another issue for the active sensing model regards the differences in frequency at which low-frequency oscillations emerge between rats and humans (Lega et al., 2012; Watrous et al., in press ). The exact frequency band in which oscillations manifest may depend on numerous factors, including frequency of sensory input and sensory processing (Schroeder et al., 2010) , overall brain/body size (Robinson, 1980) , and intrinsic factors of brain networks, such as the prevalence and connectivity amongst neurons with different resonant properties (Buzsaki, 2002) . Because humans receive strong modulatory input from visual areas via parahippocampal cortex compared to rodents (Van Hoesen, 2002) , it is intriguing to consider that differences in transmission of visual input could account for some of these differences. It is as yet unclear though precisely how differences in sensory input could account for the observed lower frequency activity overall.
An intermediate position related to both the active sensing model and the ensemble phase coding hypothesis is the idea that different phases of hippocampal theta oscillations underlie memory encoding and retrieval. Specifically, entorhinal input into the hippocampus, reflecting information processed during encoding vs. retrieval, occurs at opposite phases of oscillatory activity (Hasselmo et al., 2002; Manns et al., 2007) . Thus, information related to encoding occurs at the trough of the hippocampal theta oscillation and that related to retrieval occurs at the peak, helping to prevent the two processes from interfering with each other. Consistent with this idea, retrieval probes result in significant phase resetting of ongoing theta oscillatory activity in both the neocortex and hippocampus (Mormann et al., 2005; Rizzuto et al., 2003) . Furthermore, this reset occurs at different oscillatory phases during encoding vs. retrieval, providing some support for the idea that the two processes involve different phases of theta oscillations (Rizzuto et al., 2006) . Rodent studies have also observed similar phase resetting phenomenon during working memory tasks (Givens, 1996; McCartney et al., 2004) . The magnitude of phase resetting, however, does not appear to predict successful memory encoding (Rutishauser et al., 2010) . Another potential issue is that navigation often does not involve clear segregation of encoding and retrieval, and often the two processes may occur in concert (Sturz et al., 2009; Zhang and Ekstrom, 2013) .
The common thread amongst these three models is that memory networks may be optimally suited for encoding incoming stimuli during specific time windows dictated by the local oscillation. Although the active sensing model relies on either sensory or motoric rhythmicity to synchronize brain networks, the Hasselmo and ensemble phase coding models allow for gating of information flow based on a single, task-relevant stimulus, which in turn may regulate periods of heightened sensory processing in the absence of rhythmic sensory input. We believe, though, that there is sufficient evidence to suggest that movement-related oscillations may emerge, in part, due to sensory and motoric entrainment, at least for consideration of theoretical possibilities in the section.
Low-frequency oscillations as a means of long-range coordination of neural ensembles
Somewhat in contrast to the above theories, which primarily focus on a role for movement-related low-frequency oscillations in coordinating activity locally, evidence suggests that low-frequency oscillations are not solely a local phenomenon but reflect synchronization with more distant brain areas. Computational models and experimental findings suggest that lower frequency oscillations may be better suited for long-range coordination of distant brain regions while higher frequency oscillations may be more involved in local computations (Kopell et al., 2000; von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000 , for a review, see: Siegel et al., 2012) . Thus, we focus here on a role for low-frequency oscillations in coordinating distant brain regions (but see: Varela et al., 2001) . Consistent with this idea, simultaneous recordings from hippocampus and prefrontal cortex in rodents has shown single neuron activity phase locked to hippocampal movement-related low frequency oscillations (Hyman et al., 2005; Jones and Wilson, 2005a; Siapas et al., 2005) . These studies suggest that low-frequency oscillations are often coherent during behavior between hippocampus and prefrontal cortex Wilson, 2005a, 2005b) and hippocampus and parietal cortex (Sirota et al., 2008) .
In one such study, Sirota et al. investigated low-frequency movement-related coherence between hippocampus and parietal cortex. They found that movement-related coherent low-frequency oscillations could be detected in both hippocampus and parietal cortex. Parietal cortex pyramidal and interneurons phase locked with hippocampal oscillatory activity, which might seem to argue against the idea that the observed coherence was due only to volume condition (Sirota et al., 2008) . Using macroelectrode recordings in hippocampus and neocortex, we also showed that bouts of increased movement-related oscillations were correlated with similar such bouts in our neocortical recordings. These data also suggested that the two signals tended to co-occur during movement (Ekstrom et al., 2005) . Together, these data support the possibility that movement-related oscillations are also present in neocortex and could possibly originate in the hippocampus, in part, from entrainment with the cortex. Thus, hippocampal movement-related oscillations could be a reflection of interactions with areas more directly involved in processing sensorimotor information, optic flow, and path integration information, such as parietal cortex (Sirigu et al., 2004; Wolbers et al., 2008) . In this way, hippocampal movement-related low-frequency oscillations can be considered an example of a bottom-up signal, driven primarily by visual, vestibular, sensory, or proprioreceptive feedback.
Memory-related low-frequency oscillations as distinct from movement-related low-frequency oscillations
As mentioned previously, several studies have shown low-frequency oscillations also increase during encoding and retrieval of recently acquired memories. These findings seem slightly at odds with numerous studies suggesting roles for low-frequency oscillations in sensory and locomotion components of navigation. Several of these studies have also compared electrodes on which the two different effects manifest and reported that these oscillatory changes emerge from different electrode sites and sources (Montgomery et al., 2009; Watrous et al., 2011) . This raises the interesting possibility that movement-related and memoryrelated oscillations may in many cases emerge independently. Indeed, several studies looking at long-range coherence in hippocampal lowfrequency oscillations also support this idea.
In one study looking at low-frequency coupling between hippocampus and PFC in rodents (Benchenane et al., 2010) , rats were trained to follow two different rules while running on a Y maze to receive reward. During the task, rats utilized either a spatial rule (i.e., run left or right) or a cue rule (i.e. choose the illuminated or dark arm). Hippocampal-PFC coherence was predictive of correct rule acquisition and was higher for correct decisions than incorrect (error) trials. Heightened coherence states were also associated with the formation of cell assemblies in PFC following learning, providing a direct link between inter-regional coherence and memory encoding processes. Importantly, this increase in 5-10 Hz coherence between hippocampus and PFC could not be accounted for by changes in running speed between the different conditions. These data suggest that memory-related low-frequency oscillations may exist as a mechanism independent from changes in movement-related hippocampal low-frequency oscillations. In a similar study by Jones and Wilson study, the authors found hippocampal-PFC 4-12 Hz oscillatory coherence was higher during correct choices than forced turns and lower during error trials during a maze alternation task. The authors found that running speed did not differ between correct choices, forced turns, nor error trials Wilson, 2005a, 2005b, Fig. 4A ), suggesting that these oscillations did not derive from movement-related effects alone.
In an elegant experiment that provided evidence for both a dissociation but also a link between memory-related and movement-related hippocampal low-frequency oscillations, Fujisawa and Buzsaki (2011) trained rats to run to one of two different arms of a maze based on sampling a specific odor (Fujisawa and Buzsaki, 2011) . Rats also performed a control task in which they ran on one arm of the maze for reward every trial. Simultaneous recording from the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex (PFC), and the ventral tegmental area (VTA) revealed two dominant oscillationsa 4 Hz oscillation showing greater coherence between VTA and PFC during correct choices and movement-related low-frequency ("theta") oscillations in the hippocampus. Movement-related hippocampal oscillations (7-8 Hz) did not show a difference between the working memory and control task, and correlated most robustly with running speed. In contrast, coherence was highest in the 4 Hz band between PFC and VTA during the working memory task and did not correlate with running speed. Hippocampal theta, 4 Hz VTA-PFC coherence, gamma band activity, and single neuron activity in hippocampus and PFC, though, showed significant phase coupling during the working memory task. The Fujisawa and Buzsaki, 2011 study thus provides the clearest evidence to date that movement-related oscillations are distinct from memory-related oscillatory activity. The data also suggest, though, that they may simultaneously interface via phase coupling at different frequencies.
Memory-related and movement-related low-frequency oscillations and the spectral fingerprint hypothesis If movement and memory-related oscillations both involve coordination between hippocampus and neocortex, in what way are these two signals then dissociable? One perspective is that these two signals are not unique oscillations per se but examples instead of "spectral fingerprinting." The spectral fingerprint hypothesis states that multiple frequencies may operate within the same network to accomplish different cognitive operations (Siegel et al., 2012) . Specifically, the spectral fingerprint hypothesis helps address the issue of how multiple cognitive operations can occur in parallel, even involving the same brain regions, by arguing that the frequency of interactions determines what ensembles are recruited for a specific component of a task (Knight, 2007; Siegel et al., 2012) . Although the idea of simultaneously active oscillations underlying different components of information flow is not in itself new (e.g., Bland, 2008; Lisman and Idiart, 1995) , the spectral fingerprint hypothesis deals with the specific problem of how a relatively limited number of brain regions can interact in parallel to process and output different components of behavior simultaneously.
Several studies provide some preliminary support for the idea of spectral fingerprinting. Colgin et al. (2009) found task-independent frequency variations in the gamma band and suggested that these may play different roles in gating information flow within the medial temporal lobe (Colgin et al., 2009) . Cruikshank et al. (2012) showed that mu and theta rhythms exist closely in time yet subserve different elements of behavior (motor preparation and sensorimotor integration, respectively). Several lines of evidence from attentional and perceptual studies also support the idea that lower and higher (beta and gamma) frequencies may exist in the same neocortical regions. Their coordinated activity between different cortical locations could in turn subserve different task demands (Buschman and Miller, 2007; Hipp et al., 2011) . But what about the idea that different aspects of memory (such as "where" vs. "when" information) may be characterized by different frequency interactions within the same brain networks?
In a recent study, we had patients undergoing seizure monitoring navigate a virtual environment and encode both the location of stores as well as the order in which they encountered the stores (Watrous et al., 2013b) . They then performed a memory task in which they retrieved either the location of the store within the spatial layout or the order in which they encountered that store relative to other stores ( Fig. 2a ). We recorded simultaneously from electrode grids implanted along the parahippocampal gyrus, prefrontal cortex, and parts of parietal cortex. Consistent with other memory studies (e.g., Anderson et al., 2009; Benchenane et al., 2010) , we found prominent low-frequency (1-10 Hz) coherent oscillations between the parahippocampal gyrus, prefrontal cortex, and parietal cortex during correct compared to incorrect memory retrieval (Figs. 2bc) . When comparing retrieval of the store within the spatial layout vs. its temporal order, which we have shown in previous reports to be a statistically independent behavioral processes , we found that temporal order retrieval was characterized by higher frequency coherence between parahippocampal, prefrontal, and parietal recordings sites than spatial layout retrieval ( Figs. 2d-e ). These data provide support for the idea that different frequencies of coherence between the same brain regions may aid in different memory processes, providing novel evidence for the spectral fingerprint hypothesis during memory retrieval (Watrous et al., 2013b) .
Synthesis: Movement and memory-related low-frequency coherent oscillations as examples of spectral fingerprinting
An intriguing possibility is that movement and memory-related low-frequency coherent oscillations may be another example of globally coherent spectral fingerprinting (Fig. 3) . But what then might spectral fingerprinting accomplish in the context of memory and navigation? As suggested by Buschman and Miller (2007) , different frequencies of oscillations may co-exist within the same brain networks to accomplish bottom-up sensory processing and top-down, ruleguided processing (Buschman and Miller, 2007) . According to this logic, sensory and motor processing entrains cortical networks based Fig. 2 . Inter-regional theta phase synchronization during the retrieval of spatial and temporal information in humans. A) Diagram of task structure. Patients encoded spatial and temporal information by navigating a novel virtual environment (left) before performing a blocked retrieval task (right). B) Increased theta-band phase synchronization during correct memory retrieval, evident in simultaneously recorded raw traces from a parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) and inferior parietal lobe (IPL; upper) electrode from a single patient. Similar findings of enhanced theta phase synchronization during correct retrieval were found at the population level between all PHG-IPL electrode pairs pooled across subjects (lower). D) Networks for correct and incorrect retrieval, defined at 5 Hz, demonstrate increased functional connectivity via theta phase synchronization. D-E) Spatial and temporal retrieval were characterized by phase-synchronization at different frequencies, providing evidence for the spectral fingerprint hypothesis during human memory retrieval. D) Increased 1-4 Hz phase synchronization during spatial memory retrieval (upper) and 7-10 Hz synchronization during temporal retrieval (middle), evident in simultaneously recorded raw traces from a parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) and middle frontal gyrus (MFG) electrode from a single patient. Similar findings were found at the population level between all PHG-MFG electrode pairs pooled across subjects (lower). E) Networks for spatial and temporal retrieval, defined at their peak frequencies, demonstrate increased functional connectivity via theta phase synchronization. Other abbreviations: SFG: superior frontal gyrus, IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, SPL: superior parietal lobule, PCN: precuneus, PPC: pairwise phase consistency. Figure modified from Watrous et al., in press, 2013b. on rate of optic flow and motor movements (Schroeder et al., 2010) , which in turn will bias downstream networks, such as the hippocampus (via the septum and other nuclei), to also oscillate at this frequency. Simultaneously, lower frequency oscillations interact in a top-down fashion via PFC-hippocampal mediated connections to impose constraints on hippocampal processing (Fujisawa and Buzsaki, 2011) . Memory retrieval then may involve a combination of top-down, "control-based" processing (Mitchell and Johnson, 2009 ) as well as sensory-driven replay, which may manifest at a slightly different frequency. As we outline in Fig. 3 , bottom-up movement-related low frequency oscillations may coordinate input of sensorimotor information from parietal cortex to hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. Top-down memory-related lowfrequency oscillations may coordinate internal dynamics critical for retrieval between hippocampus and cortical areas. Critical aspects of this proposal remain to be tested. While the Fujisawa and Buzsaki (2011) study showed that movementrelated low-frequency oscillations were present simultaneously with memory-related low-frequency oscillations in VTA-PFC, and that these oscillations showed significant phase coupling, no study, to our knowledge, has shown that movement-related and memory-related oscillations are present simultaneously in the same brain regions. A critical test of this idea would be to record from a rat in a situation in which movement-related and memory-related oscillations are induced simultaneously in the hippocampus. This issue would best be studied using simultaneous recordings from multisite arrays, such as the Fujisawa and Buzsaki (2011) study. For example, if a rat runs faster prior to a choice-point, and subsequently makes a correct choice, are there "fingerprints" related to both increases in running speed and making the correct choice? The oscillatory "fingerprints" (i.e., frequencies) could first be established by testing choice independent of changes in running speed and running speed independent of changes in choice. Changes in coherence between hippocampus and cortex during increases in running speed and increases in coherence between hippocampus and cortex related to correctly (vs. incorrectly) choosing the turn could then be investigated at the respective frequencies. Even if the two cognitive operations do not depend on different frequencies, if one could demonstrate different sources within the same brain regions responsive to the different cognitive operations (bottom-up sensorimotor processing related to running speed changes and top-down memory-related processing), this would provide additional evidence for spectral fingerprinting.
Another critical test involves the issue of directionality and causality: we hypothesize that top down vs. bottom up signals should originate primarily in different brain areas (i.e., prefrontal cortex vs. parietal cortex). While coherence only allows measure of correlation and not directionality, methods such as Granger causality may hold some promise in resolving this issue (Anderson et al., 2009 ). Focal and/or transient lesions may also help shed some light on this issue: if one region is entraining or directly modulating another region, what happens when this region is removed from the network? Another important issue is how disruption of specific oscillations affects cognition. Is it possible that selective disruption of movement-related oscillations, without complete disruption of the brain region, can affect only one subset of memory, leaving top-down processing intact? Experiments disrupting theta during phase precession suggest the technical abilities exist to address this issue (Zugaro et al., 2005) . A final issue is how spectral fingerprinting relates to BOLD, which is unable to capture activity within specific electrophysiological frequency bands. Recent evidence suggests that at least part of what is captured by functional connectivity may reflect theta band activity in resting monkeys and humans (de Pasquale et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012) . Increases in movement-related low-frequency oscillations also correlate with increases in the parahippocampal cortical BOLD signal (Ekstrom et al., 2009 ). Thus, it is possible that different functionally connected networks defined using fMRI may also reflect different spectral fingerprints, suggesting a critical link between fMRI and electrophysiological studies in rodents.
Conclusion
Hippocampal movement-related low-frequency oscillations are one of the most well-characterized and replicated findings across species. Previous literature has demonstrated that movement-related oscillations are distinct phenomenon from memory-related low-frequency oscillations. We suggest that movement-related oscillations arise, in part, due to entrainment from sensorimotor information inherited from upstream cortical areas and thus may represent largely bottom-up input. We also discuss memory-related low-frequency "Top down" choice related low-frequency oscillations "Bottom up" movement related low-frequency oscillations Spectral fingerprinting: Simultaneous oscillatory coupling at different frequencies oscillations and their emergence when rodents retrieve information about which part of a maze to explore. These memory-related oscillations often appear coordinated between hippocampus and cortex and may reflect top-down, or rule based processing. The presence of both bottom-up and top-down low-frequency oscillations may be yet another example of spectral fingerprinting, in which different cognitive operations manifest in the same brain networks via different frequencies of synchronization. While many aspects of this idea remains to be tested, particularly in the context of navigation, we believe that these ideas represent one step in bringing some synchrony to an often desynchronized field on the study of neural oscillations.
